
Clearly threatened Delphi shutdowns are shown here, but virtually every
one of its plants in the U.S. should be considered under threat of closure.
The rash bankruptcy filing and demand for contract abrogation—
intended to end in the sell-off of pieces of Delphi’s capacity to financial
interests—could easily fail and end in the firm’s complete liquidation.
Congressional intervention to protect and use this capacity, is urgent. 

Retool and Save Auto:
LaRouche’s Seven Points

1. The implementation of what I outline as the diversification of the
application of the auto industry’s capacity, implies the adoption of a
general policy of integrated development of the nation’s public air,
rail, or maglev transport, and waterborne inland and foreign transport.

2. It implies a rebuilding of the nation’s power grid, with heavy
emphasis on high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear-fission reactors
(of approximately the Jülich type), and the shift of highway-vehic-
ular and air-flight power to generation of hydrogen-based fuels
regionally/locally, where petroleum-based fuels are employed today.

3. It anticipates a return to emphasis on adoption of targets of high stan-
dards for physical-economic output, per capita and per square kilo-
meter, for each county of the United States.

4. It requires a return to a “fair trade” marketing policy in domestic
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FIGURE 2

Critical Auto Capacity To Be Saved: Delphi’s Threatened Shutdowns

Sources: Delphi Automotive; Anderson Associates; EIR.
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trade, and import-export tariff- and quota-regulation in for-
eign trade and public transportation of passengers and
freight.

5. This implies a set of emergency and continuing reforms of
the international monetary-financial system, based on a) a
return to an international fixed-exchange-rate, carefully
regulated system; b) this means a reversal of a “free trade”
policy, back to a global “fair trade” policy, consistent with
low-cost long-term credit for physical capital improve-
ments over spans of a quarter- to a half-century physical-
investment-depreciation cycles in both domestic and for-
eign affairs.

6. Special attention must be given to the crucial ratio of phys-
ical output and standard of household consumption per
capita and per square kilometer for the entirety of the pop-
ulation and territory of each sovereign national economy.
This means that nations with relatively higher average
national values of this type must feed the technological

upgrading of economies downstream, and that more
advanced economies must specialize in exports and related
practices which have the effect of upgrading the physical
standards of living and physical-productive output per capi-
ta and per square kilometer of downstream nations. This
will be fostered largely through the creation of long-term
credit for physical-capital improvements at simple interest
rates of between 1-2%.

7. Since nearly all leading national banking systems are cur-
rently bankrupt, and since the present international mone-
tary-financial system is hopelessly bankrupt under any
attempted continuation of current policies, the crucial
immediate issue is keeping essential banking institutions
functioning, even in a state of bankruptcy, to such effect
that the resolution of bankrupted institutions’ honorable
debts occurs over the span of some reasonable horizon, and
that worthless claims, such as financial-derivatives specu-
lation, are debrided as uncollectible gambling debts.
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